
Leverage your organization's data investment by participating in the

Denver Regional Council of Governments regional planimetric project.

Planimetric data sets are often cost-prohibitive for individual organizations to buy and

maintain. Buying data through DRCOG makes them more affordable and consistent

regionwide. Because project partners buy data updates every two years, the projects are

much cheaper than periodic one-time purchases.

DRCOG's facilitation of this project also means your staff spends less time developing

data – resulting in more time for analysis and suggesting solutions to improve your

organization's operations.

Project participants have access to at least nine features:

Maximize your
investment in data as a

PLANIMETRIC PROJECT PARTNER

We make life better!

“We can now plan, monitor

and evaluate work in a more

efficient manner. Creating

such data in-house would

be cost prohibitive for all but

the largest districts. By

providing open-source

planimetric data to the

public, DRCOG has

changed the face of

managing special districts

forever.” — Jim Castagneri,

secretary, West Meadows

Metropolitan District

� building roofprint (polygons)

� edge of pavement (polygons)

� edge of pavement (lines)

� parking lot (polygons)

� sidewalk (polygons)

� sidewalk (lines)

� sidewalk ramp (points)

� trail (lines)

� driveway (polygons)

The planimetric data sets are manually drawn from imagery collected through the DRCOG

Denver Regional Aerial Photography Project (DRAPP), which is the only imagery source

in the region to combine high-resolution (3-inch) capture with strict positional accuracy

requirements.

Participating partners:
� influence how the project is conducted

� determine the features collected

� specify capture and attribution criteria

Your new – or renewed – participation makes these high-quality, detailed data sets

available for many uses, including:

� modeling water runoff

� identifying sidewalk gaps

� police, fire and rescue squad dispatch plans

� mapping walking networks to schools

� developing bike and pedestrian master plans

� assessing damage after natural disasters

� informing stormwater billing

Regional planimetric project data is available for free public download at the DRCOG

Regional Data Catalog ( ).data.drcog.org

“As a Colorado startup, we

want our cities to lead the

nation in enabling

accessibility and welcoming

blind and visually impaired

users. To realize our initial

mobile app-based interface

we needed local geographic

data with more granularity

than what map providers

were offering. We were

recommended the DRCOG

planimetric data …This data

is now a part of our solution

that provides spatial

awareness.” – Mike Hess,

CEO, eyeBot LLC



We make life better!

Denver Water uses planimetric project data for landscape classification
Denver Water has been a project partner since 2014. Recently, analysts used planimetric data to better understand water use

behavior. As a result, the organization can better adapt to population growth and help customers use water efficiently.

The data helps Denver Water's:
� conservation group measure water use efficiency

� demand planning group understand customer water use and how it could change in the future, which in turn helps with

facility sizing requirements

� drought response by knowing which customers may be able to achieve reductions

� employees understand water reuse based on water rights

� employees evaluate customer response to potential rate changes

In addition to a customer focus in its strategic plan and a new model for tracking customer characteristics, Denver Water cites

the DRCOG Denver Regional Aerial Photography Project and planimetric data as essential to the success of its landscape

classification project.

If you have any questions or comments about the planimetric project,

please contact DRCOG Information Systems Manager Ashley Summers

at asummers@drcog.org or 303-480-6746.
QUESTIONS
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http://www.mapmart.com/

http://www.sanborn.com/

http://gis.drcog.org/datacatalog/


